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Introduction
The novel coronavirus has been the predominant market driver of 

2020 across the trusted global economy and the illicit cybercrime 

economy alike. With stay-at-home orders upending our collective 

daily routines and behaviors—from remote working to grocery 

shopping to virtual classroom learning—cybercriminals find 

themselves in increasingly advantageous positions to benefit from 

the disruption and its resulting seismic shifts in behavioral and 

social norms. 

As a result of COVID-19 and associated global trends, demand for 

malicious and illicit goods, services, and data have reached new 

peak highs across dark web marketplaces (DWMs). Flashpoint has 

also observed what can only be described as impressive, shrewd 

innovation throughout the cybercrime ecosystem. Targeted 

ransomware and advanced SIM swapping are just two examples of 

techniques now clearly part of adversary arsenals and offered for 

sale throughout DWMs. 

PRICING ANALYSIS

Assessing the Purchase Price of Stolen Data, Exploit Kits, 
and Ransomware-as-a-Service in Criminal Marketplaces
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Marketplace Shifts and Pricing VolatilityFlashpoint Methodology and 
Recommended Use Guidelines

As with previous Flashpoint analyses, the pricing information 

contained herein is sourced from, what Flashpoint deems as, 

general purpose cybercriminal marketplaces, also referred to as 

“dark web” marketplaces or DWMs. Putting aside any pointed 

debates about the definitional applicability of the “dark web” 

moniker, Flashpoint catalogs these marketplaces as general purpose 

because they serve a wider and typically more novice cybercriminal 

buyer segment. 

This is in contrast to specialized shops that serve more 

sophisticated, more targeted, and higher-priced cybercriminal 

data, product, and service offerings to the experienced cybercrime 

buyer. The one exception is the payment card section, in which 

we incorporated our specialty carding shop data due to some 

particularly interesting findings in recent pricing trends in that 

market.

Aside from specialized card shops, this pricing analysis covers our 

collections of larger, general purpose DWMs. Given the more novice 

The atypical market dynamics and high price volatility of DWM 

listings make it uniquely challenging to normalize dark web price 

points. For instance, there's been significant turnover in DWMs over 

the past few years, which results in high, temporary spikes and 

drops in prices and service availability as popular DWMs are shut 

down and new ones spun up. Nor do marketplaces use consistent 

product categorization, leaving cybercriminals to draft their own 

marketing and product positioning.

Moreover, additional behavioral patterns unique to DWMs further 

disrupt price consistency. For example, vendors will often list 

“hold prices” during their vacations and planned time away on the 

marketplace in order to keep their listing on the market and deter 

customers from making purchases in the vendor’s absence. 

buyer profile and the older data and services sold, you should 

expect to see DWM list pricing to fall on the lower, cheaper end 

of the market for DWM buyers who aim to conduct cybercrime at 

scale.

It’s important to note that many of the marketplaces from which 

Flashpoint obtained pricing information will have already been shut 

down by the time this report publishes—typically as part of law 

enforcement interventions or exit scams. During this same time 

period between our initial collection analysis and report publication 

date, we will also see new marketplaces quickly spinning up to fill 

the voids that old outlets left behind.

This is normal and expected activity for dark web marketplaces. 

The cybercrime economy consists of a neverending carousel of 

cybercrime marketplaces that are routinely opening and closing to 

facilitate the consistent supply and demand of illicit goods.
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Dark Web Data and Services, by TypeUsage Guidance

This report contains amalgamated pricing information for a broad 

swath of dark web data and service types. For the purposes of this 

report, Flashpoint organized the pricing analysis into the following 

eight categories:  

1.   Government-issued IDs, passports, and driver licenses

2.   DDoS-for-Hire services

3.   Exploit kits: phishing, ransomware, and others

4.   RDP server access

5.   Payment card data

6.   Bank logs and routing information

7.   Fullz (i.e., all-in-one packages)

This report contains amalgamated pricing information for a broad 

swath of dark web data and service types found on criminal 

marketplaces. There are specialized shops for most of these 

segments, and maintain higher reputation and barriers to entry—

but Flashpoint kept the focus of this analysis on the larger, general 

purpose DWMs due to significant differences in pricing and scope, 

Flashpoint. For the purposes of this report, Flashpoint organized the 

pricing analysis into the following eight categories:
 

Identify major ebbs and flows when they far surpass accepted 

statistical significance practices 
 

Inform your team’s understanding of today’s cybercrime 

landscape 
 

(Re)evaluate security priorities, response plans, and other 

controls
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2020 Pricing Analysis by 
Type
1. Government-Issued IDs, Passports, and 
Driver Licenses 

Government-issued IDs are typically available for purchase within 

cybercrime communities in three formats. Please note that 

Flashpoint grouped three ID types for readers’ edification; the type 

numbering is not an adopted classification on DWMs. Flashpoint 

ordered the government ID types from least to most expensive): 

1.  Scanned copies that buyers receive as digital-only   

 photoshop documents (PSDs). 

2.  Blank templates that enable buyers to input their own   

 information

3.  Physical passports with record owner information sent to  

 the buyers

Most government-issued identification documents are protected 

by numerous anti-fraud measures such as certain cardstock, 

ink, perforations, patterns, and more.1 Bypassing these security 

measures make forgery more difficult but far from impossible. 

Sellers with higher quality documents and credible track records 

of their proficiency in bypassing anti-fraud measures demand 

premium prices for their wares. 

Physical passports are the most difficult to produce from scratch 

and are thus the most expensive to purchase— especially when 

compared to digitally-scanned copies which are far easier to 

replicate. Given the high pricepoint of physical passports and the 

marginal cost of other personally identifiable information (PII), 

sellers will often include at no extra charge additional substantiating 

documents or PII, like driver licenses, Social Security numbers 

(SSNs), and birth certificates.

In our 2019 analysis, prices ranged from $20 to $50 for scans. In 

2020, it appears that the pricing for these listings remained steady, 

currently available in the range of $10 to $50. 
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PASSPORTS TYPE 1/2/3

United States $30 / $150 / $525

United Kingdom $20 / $30 / $3,500

Europan Union $5 / $100 / $2,900

Japan $11 / $10 / x

Singapore x / $10 / x

DRIVERS LICENSES

United States $13 / $6 / $300

United Kingdom $15 / $17 / $350

European Union x / $50 / $400

Japan x / x / x

Singapore x / x / $110

2020 Pricing (USD): Government-Issued IDs, Passports, 
and Driver Licenses

1 https://www.flashpoint-intel.com/blog/fake-id-fabrication-in-race-with-anti-fraud-measures/

https://www.flashpoint-intel.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/10/Flashpoint-Report-Pricing-Analysis-of-Goods-in-Cybercrime-Communities.pdf
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2. DDoS-for-Hire Services  

DDoS-for-hire pricing appear to be on the rise since 2017. We now 

see DDoS service listings typically in the range of $20 to $100  USD 

per day based upon bandwidth and duration requirements. And g o 

higher to meet more specific requirements. In 2017, we rarely s aw 

the more standard DDoS-for-hire service offerings range exceed $27 

USD. 

This price increase is likely due to several contributing factors. 

First, taking down bigger websites must be custom-crafted due to 

improvements in DDoS protection offerings and widespread use 

of content distribution networks (CDNs), which are beyond the 

skills of all but the most advanced bot herders. However, there are 

still instances where threat actors can successfully target larger 

websites, such as the takedown of Wikipedia via a DDoS attack in 

September 2019.2

DDoS-for-hire services that charge hourly rates are increasingly 

popular. While booters (i.e., web-based services that perform DDoS-

for-hire attacks) remain prevalent, the need for more hands-on 

support and customization make subscription service options more 

appealing to buyers.

3. Exploit Kits: Phishing, Ransomware, 
and Others 

Exploit kits are automated attack tools that first compromise 

websites, and then exploit vulnerable browsers of site visitors in 

order to spread malware or carry out other attacks. A number of 

high-profile arrests put some popular exploit kits on the sidelines, 

but even these still maintain viability within illicit communities.3

Interestingly, on DWMs, several legacy types of phishing and 

ransomware exploit kits maintain a highly-regular stream of new 

listings. Functionality and time of exclusivity remain the two major 

determinants in cost.

Telephony Denial of Service (TDoS) $22

10-minute DDoS attack, 60 Gbps $45

4-Hour DDoS Attack, 15 Gbps $55

Layer 7 bypass, 100 Gbps $85

30-minute DDoS Attack, 60 Gbps $90

DDoS attack, fully-managed $165

DDoS script private CloudFlare bypass $200

DDoS script private OVH bypass $250

Ransomware exploit kit $9

Legacy ransomware, bundle of 9 types $12

Tailored phishing page with tutorial $35

Office365 exploit kit $125

2020 Pricing (USD): DDoS-for-Hire Services

2020 Pricing (USD): Exploit Kits for Phishing, Ransomware,
and Others

2 https://www.bleepingcomputer.com/news/security/wikipedia-ddos-attacks-prompt-ncsc-to-remind-of-dos-mitigation/ 3 https://threatpost.com/inside-the-demise-of-the-angler-exploit-kit/120222/ 
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4. RDP Server Access 

Remote Desktop Protocol (RDP) is Microsoft’s proprietary protocol 

to enable system admins to remotely connect to other corporate 

machines and servers to push updates, perform maintenance, and 

facilitate help desk support. RDP clients and RDP server software are 

available for most common operating systems, including Windows, 

including Linux, Unix, Mac OS X, iOS, and Android. 

RDP is also one of attackers’ favorites to exploit. Cybercriminals use 

RDP access to execute a range of attacks, including account takeover 

attacks (ATOs), carding, payment fraud, and to hide in plain sight 

while conducting their own reconnaissance on law enforcement and 

security researchers. 

RDP listings continue to grow in popularity throughout the 

cybercriminal ecosystem, especially as help desk support 

increasingly moves to remote operations. Today, listings are less 

specialized and serve a wider audience with packages typically 

providing multiple RDP access options in one bundle. This can 

cover country-specific access, bank account or government ID 

information, among other options to execute or manage the access.

RDP with global admin access $10

RDP, country-specific $26

Hacked RDP $35

Bank drop RDP via PayPal $575

2020 Pricing (in USD): RDP Server Access
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5. Payment Card Data 

Unique to this payment card section, Flashpoint pulled data from 

its specialized shop collections, which are more reliable and higher-

priced than general DWMs. From this data, we are able to see 

particularly notable pricing trends over the past three years as 

carding information further increases in value.

Many payment card shops offer both "cards" and "dumps." Cards 

are often sourced from online, card-not-present (CNP) transactions 

and typically include information such as card number, expiration 

date, and cardholder name. Dumps, on the other hand, are often 

sourced directly from malware-infected or skimmed point-of-sale 

(POS) terminals and consist of magnetic strip track data.

Pricing for payment card data varies greatly and is influenced by a 

number of factors. This includes characteristics like freshness (i.e., 

how recently the data was sourced), country of origin, availability 

of track 1 and track 2 magnetic strip data, and expiration date. 

Dumps are more expensive because they include track 1 and track 

2 information and can be used for a wider variety of fraudulent 

activities.
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2020 Pricing (in USD): Payment Card Data

2018 2019 2020

Dumps Cards

$26.50

$14.64

$24.19

$13.41
$12.44

$20.16
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6. Bank Logs and Routing Numbers

Access to online bank accounts (aka, “bank logs”) is a consistently 

sought after dark web commodity and are priced accordingly. The 

price of bank accounts on DWMs are most significantly determined 

by the amount of its available balance as well as the financial 

institution from which it originates.

7. Fullz (i.e., All-in-One Packages) 

“Fullz” is slang across DWMs connoting a full package of PII on 

disparate, distinct individuals that is comprehensive enough for 

cybercriminals to run and profit off of identity fraud schemes. PII 

data in fullz packages include the victim’s name, Social Security 

number (SSN), date of birth, and specific account credentials and 

data.  

The typical range stretches from $4 to $10 USD. Fullz that include 

the victims’ financial information are more expensive, as they enable 

additional types of fraud schemes. Some vendors organize their 

fullz listings by credit scores; those with higher credit scores are 

priced higher.

US bank log - $100 USD balance $25

US bank log - $4,000 USD balance $55

US bank drop (account number, routing number, 
linked accounts) $530

UK bank log  - £3,000 GBP balance $50

Germany bank log - €3,500 EUR balance $300

Japan bank log - ¥400,000 JPY balance $350

US fullz identity data (incl SSN and DOB) $125

UK fullz identity data $50

EU fullz identity data $25

Japan fullz identity data $45
2020 Pricing (in USD): Bank Logs and Routing Numbers

2020 Pricing (in USD): Most Popular "Fullz" Packages
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Flashpoint is the globally trusted leader in risk intelligence for organizations 

that demand the fastest, most comprehensive coverage of threatening activity 

on the internet. From bolstering cyber and physical security, to detecting fraud 

and insider threats, Flashpoint partners with customers across the private and 

public sectors to help them rapidly identify threats and mitigate their most 

critical security risks.

For more information, visit www.flashpoint-intel.com or follow us on Twitter 

at @FlashpointIntel.

The primary author of this report is Ian Gray. Contributors include Maxwell 

Aliapoulis, Vlad Cuiujuclu. A special thanks to the entire Flashpoint Intelligence 

Analyst team for supporting the research and analysis that made this report 

possible.

ABOUT FLASHPOINT

CREDITSTurn Insight into Action with Flashpoint

Schedule a demo with Flashpoint to see where your organization, your assets, 

and your personnel may be exposed online.

Equipped with organization-specific threat intelligence, leading organizations 

worldwide use Flashpoint to turn threat intelligence into security action: Lock down 

compromised accounts, identify insider threats, recover exposed strategic and 

sensitive data, and more. 
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